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Endothelial cells from human umbilical veins were first cultured nearly four decades ago,
initiating explosive growth in research in vascular biology and leading to major insights into
angiogenesis, vasculogenesis, and tumor biology. Recent studies now promise to open
new horizons in regenerative medicine as well as organ engineering.
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Endothelial cells from human umbilical veins were first cultured nearly four
decades ago, initiating explosive growth in research in vascular biology and
leading to major insights into angiogenesis, vasculogenesis, and tumor biology. Recent studies now promise to open new horizons in regenerative medicine as well as organ engineering.
In 1973, the JCI published two back-toback papers from my laboratory, reporting the first successful in vitro culture of
endothelial cells from human umbilical
veins (1, 2). Over the last four decades,
these papers have been listed among the
most highly cited articles in the journal’s
history (7,024 times as of this writing). In
2004, as part of the 80th anniversary of the
JCI, Eric Jaffe and I reviewed the history of
our somewhat circuitous and serendipitous
journey leading to this discovery (3).
The project was driven by our realization that the endothelial cell was the key
to understanding how the vascular wall
worked in health and disease. We had
learned much from studying the platelet,
but it was clear that the orchestral leader
in hemostasis had to be the endothelial
cell. This sounds obvious now, but the prevailing view at the time was that endothelium should be regarded as analogous to
the inner tube of a tire, what Lord Florey
referred to as a “sheet of nucleated cellophane” (4, 5). How times have changed!
The two papers had a catalytic effect on
the growth and development of the field
of vascular biology by developing a workable approach to the endothelial cell using
an available human tissue source (umbilical veins) to grow a pure population of cells
using a definitive marker, vWF. The next
year, Gimbrone, Cotran, and Folkman (6)
corroborated the system, and the flood gates
began to open; the number of related publications has grown dramatically since then.
The ability to culture the endothelial
cell allowed researchers to understand
and appreciate its role as the director of

thromboregulation with important clinical implications. A number of inherited
thrombophilic states were shown to be
associated with abnormalities of inherent
constitutive endothelial nonthrombogenic
functions (Figure 1). In addition, the endothelium at rest maintains blood fluidity by
cross-talk with platelets. In the activated
nonconstitutive state, the endothelium
plays a major role in the pathophysiology
of conditions such as cancer and inflammation. In some activated conditions,
including atherosclerotic disease and
thrombosis, the endothelial cell synthesizes membrane-associated adhesion molecules including vWF, generates membrane
assembly of modulators of thrombin gen-

eration, and at the same time downregulates the anticoagulant, antifibrinolytic
thrombomodulin system (7).
The endothelial cell and the megakaryocyte are the only cells that synthesize vWF,
strengthening the concept of a functional
endothelial cell–megakaryocyte axis. The
orchestration of platelet and endothelial
secretion and release of intracellular constituents significantly inf luences the
behavior of the vascular bed. Platelet production is supported by intravascular
proplatelet formation after direct contact
between marrow sinusoidal endothelium
and megakaryocytes. There is abundant
molecular cross-talk between these two cell
systems, conversations that in steady state
constitute a mechanism for the biochemical nourishment and stabilization of the
intact vessel wall.
The exciting studies performed over the
last several decades on endothelial cell biology have lead to tremendous insights into
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The endothelial cell symphony. The endothelial cells conduct luminal constitutive, anticoagulant,
and antiinflammatory functions as well as nonconstitutive, activated, thromboregulatory activities.
Furthermore, these cells secrete angiocrines, which orchestrate a number of different pathways,
including embryonic organogenesis, hematopoiesis, metastasis, and lung and liver regeneration.
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the fundamental processes of angiogenesis
and vasculogenesis, cancer research, and
even our understanding of organ development and regeneration. Bone marrow–
derived endothelial progenitor cells have
been shown to participate in adult vasculogenesis or new vessel formation by directly
seeding preconditioned sites and acting
in concert with hematopoietic precursors.
Blocking this process interferes with tumor
growth (8). In addition, endothelial cells in
the marrow — via production of specific
stem and progenitor cell trophogen factors (angiocrines) — directly control hematopoietic stem cell self renewal as well as
differentiation (9). The recently recognized
molecular heterogeneity of specialized
vascular beds in different organs has highlighted the controlling influence of specific
microenvironmental signals on organ function and development. Thus, organ-specific
angiocrines promote hematopoiesis in the

bone marrow as well as regeneration in the
liver and lung (10, 11).
The future promises major new
endothelial cell developments in regenerative medicine and eventually organ engineering. We have come a long way from
our conception of endothelium as inert
cellophane to our current appreciation of
it as a cellular orchestral maestro.
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